Our Talent Ignition programme gives students:
 Words and phrases to describe what they are naturally great at
 Understanding how they can take responsibility for their learning and building
relationships
 Skills and language
contribute
positively
the classroom
beyond
the
schoolfrom
gate
We use theto
Strengths
Explorer
onlineinassessment
basedand
on 40
years of
research
Gallup Inc. Each student will receive a personal report and their Top 3 Talents – a guide to
their natural way of thinking feeling and doing. Find out more at
https://www.strengths-explorer.com

We offer a free 2 hour
interactive taster workshop
to introduce strengths to
your school with follow on 6
week programmes, plus
CPD for teachers

He seems more resilient and more able to
deal with social issues himself. I haven’t had
him come to my office for a long time.
Head of Year 7, The Grange

I’m going to feel more
comfortent to speak more
Year 7, student

I enjoyed chatting and learning
about each other

Everyone has different stuff
Year 7, boy

Year 7, girl

It was really inspiring
and thoughtful to learn
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how to be yourself
Year 8, girl

What made me think it worked was the
difference in the room when the competitive
types were all working together to when they
were working quietly with someone who didn’t
have competing. The room was much calmer
Head of Year 7, The Grange

Talent Ignition
resilience through self-awareness of
natural talent

“You can be anything you
want to be if you just try
hard enough”

We offer a free 2 hour taster workshop to
introduce strengths to students and teachers

Call us today 0797 4011278

or
“You can use what you are
good at to be the best that
you can be.”

What Strengths Explorer
can do for you:


Insights to what motivates each child



Ideas to more successfully engage with students’
mindset



A clear, easy approach to improving resilience and
mindset in school and beyond the school gate
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